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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to provide insight into the competence in use when working with interactive research, which is a continuation and elaboration of action research.
Design/methodology/approach – A qualitative research approach was adopted for the study. The main body of empirical material in this paper is based on two sources of data – a survey comprising open-ended questions, followed by a series of focus group interviews. The respondents were researchers with varying degrees of experience in using interactive research.
Findings – The findings provide illustrations of what characterises interactive research as work and identify an additional set of activities that go beyond traditional research activities. Some activities are relatively easy to describe, while others exist in the gaps between other activities – e.g. boundary spanning – and are harder to explicitly define in terms of implications for the involved researchers’ competence. The work activities reaching beyond the traditional research boundaries are implicit and are not a common shared practice. From a competence point of view, this implies that the competence in use for these implicit tasks of interactive research becomes individually carried. Based on these findings, a number of individual aspects of what constitutes competence in use are suggested.
Research limitations/implications – In future studies, it would be valuable to use a mixed-method approach that also includes longitudinal observations of the actual work of conducting interactive research.
Practical implications – The findings and suggestions for how to understand the competence of interactive researchers can be used as guidance for training in research education.
Originality/value – This study contributes to previous research by describing important requirements and critical elements of competence in use when conducting interactive research.
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Introduction
In the landscape of Scandinavian research, there is a strong tradition of utilising different kinds of collaborative research approaches when studying organisations (Olsson and Johansson, 2010). A common foundation of such approaches is that research is performed through close cooperation between researchers and stakeholders that are external to the academic context. In contrast to what can be labelled as more traditional research approaches, where external relations are used by the researcher as a means to gain access to adequate sets of data, collaborative research approaches value stakeholders outside of academia as important resources and co-creators in different types of research activities (Coghlan et al., 2012; Martin, 2010; Sammø, 2017; Van de Ven, 2007).
The action research approach, developed by Lewin in the 1940s, is probably the most well-known type of collaborative research (Bradbury et al., 2008; Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002; Svensson and Aagaard Nielsen, 2006). However, some versions of action research have been criticised for prioritising practical development at the expense of long-term theory development (Dick, 2004, 2006; Seashore, 1976; Svensson, Ellström and Brulin, 2007; Yorks, 2005). Therefore, in this paper, the focus is on interactive research, which in recent years has emerged as an elaboration of the action research approach (Ohlsson and Johansson, 2010; Svensson, Ellström and Brulin, 2007). In interactive research, the importance of maintaining a division of labour between research and practice while continuing to build equal relationships between researchers and participants is clearly emphasised (Ellström, 2008). In comparison with the action research approach, interactive research focuses more on creating opportunities for researchers and practitioners to engage in joint learning and knowledge creation and less on the researcher’s responsibility for solving practical problems in organisations.

Regardless of which approach to collaborative research is utilised, it is reasonable to believe that collaboration with actors outside of an academic context requires different sets of skills on the part of the involved researchers (Arieli et al., 2009; Snoeren et al., 2012). For instance, Mumford (2001) argues that having social skills is very important because such skills give the researcher a way of “getting in” and “staying in” the organisation, and similarly, Snoeren et al. (2012) contend that working with clients requires social competences to build and maintain trusting relationships. According to Westlander (2006), the role of an action researcher also implies a challenging balancing act between satisfying the needs of the client and simultaneously creating knowledge for critical discussions in the scientific community. In addition, Coughlan and Coghlan (2002) highlight that this type of research is often challenging because it requires the ability to cope with organisational changes occurring in real-time. The researcher must be skilled in different methods of inquiry, diagnosis and intervention but must also recognise that he or she is an instrument for generating data. To maintain validity, the researcher must, therefore, consciously subject their interpretations and assumptions to public scrutiny.

However, within the field of organisational studies in general and operations and innovation management in particular, there is still limited empirical evidence concerning how collaborative research is conducted in practice (Guertler et al., 2017), i.e. what we in this paper refer to as researchers’ competence. Accordingly, the aim of the present paper is to provide insight into the competence in use when working with interactive research, and two research questions (RQ) are addressed. The first RQ is descriptive, and the second analytical:

**RQ1.** What characterises the work of conducting interactive research?

**RQ2.** What constitutes competence when performing interactive research?

Although this paper focuses on the interactive research approach, it will hopefully contribute to a more general discussion in the field of collaborative organisation research about what kind of work needs to be performed and in what context that work is embedded (Sandberg, 2000).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, the concept of interactive research is described and defined. Then, we present the theoretical framework that underpins the analysis as well as a review of previous studies on researchers’ competences in interactive research. Next, the methodology employed in the study is presented, followed by a section that contains the findings of the empirical study, which are then analysed and discussed. Finally, the conclusions, limitations and implications of the paper are outlined.

**Defining interactive research**

Interactive research has been portrayed in a variety of ways, and in this paper, we will mainly draw on the interpretation put forth in the Nordic countries by Svensson and Aagaard Nielsen (2006) and Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson (2007). Svensson and Aagaard
Nielsen (2006) argue that an interactive relationship between the researcher and the practitioner facilitates a more profound understanding of organisations and allows access to matters that would otherwise remain unseen. By integrating an insider and outsider perspective in a joint analysis, new knowledge with greater validity than knowledge produced through one-sided approaches can be created (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007), and such knowledge usually has both higher scientific standards and greater practical relevance.

The complex relationship between the researcher and the practitioner has been illustrated as an interaction between two systems (Ellström et al., 1999; Svensson et al., 2015). On the one hand, there is the research system that is driven by researchers’ typical activities, such as formulating research problems, designing empirical studies, collecting and analysing data, and developing conceptual frameworks and theories. On the other hand, there is the practice system, which is driven by more practical problem solving, the need for organisational development and the formulation of local theories (Ellström, 2008). In an interactive research project, these two systems are interconnected to form a joint cycle of collective learning where knowledge from both systems can create common conceptualisations and interpretations of the research phenomenon in question (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007).

Although there are no manuals or guidelines that encompass how to conduct interactive research projects, as in most other research projects, three main phases can be identified: an initial phase, an implementation phase and a concluding phase (Sandberg and Wallo, 2013). The initial phase covers the actions taken before or at the beginning of a project, such as formulating the research problem, identifying the expected outcomes, assigning roles and designing empirical studies. During the implementation phase, a variety of activities are undertaken in both systems, e.g. data are collected, analysed and fed back to the partners, and change programmes might be launched by the organisations. As the project progresses, new discussions might be needed on research problems and about changes in the design of the studies (Burchert et al., 2014). In this way, the projects can be responsive both to what the preliminary results show and to needs or problems arising in participating organisations. In the concluding phase, the project is nearing its end-stage. When a project is completed, it is important to evaluate the results that have emerged and whether they have been put to use in the organisations (Sandberg and Wallo, 2013).

Theory and key concepts
This paper is underpinned by competence theory. While competence is a concept that appears difficult to pin down (Delamare Le Deist and Winterton, 2005; Eraut, 1998; Mulder et al., 2007), there are some tenets that recur in many of the most widespread definitions. First, an important distinction in this paper is made between competence in use and formal competence. Formal competence represents what the individual has documentation of (e.g. grades, certificates, diplomas, etc.), while competence in use refers to what the individual actually has the capacity to do and to the attributes of an employee that can be translated into a specific performance. The documentation of formal competence might not cover all of an individual’s competence due to the implicit and tacit nature of competence in use (Ellström and Kock, 2008; Illeris, 2009; Martin et al., 2019; Warhurst and Thompson, 2006).

Second, competence is strongly associated with working life contexts and the abilities of professionals to perform their work and carry out certain tasks (Sandberg, 2000), that is, knowing what to do and how to do it in a given situation. Furthermore, work tasks should not be regarded in a narrow sense but rather as ranging from specific tasks to broader and more generic tasks (Hager and Gonczi, 1996). In this paper, competence will refer to the following definition (Ellström, 1997, p. 267):

[…] the potential capacity of an individual (or a collective) to successfully (according to certain formal or informal criteria, set by oneself or by somebody else) handle certain situations or complete a certain task or job.
Thus, to understand what makes some researchers better at performing interactive research, it is necessary to look at the competence in use of the researcher. According to Ellström (1992, 1997), competence in use is based on the following five types of components:

- perceptual motor skills (e.g. dexterity);
- cognitive factors (different types of knowledge and intellectual skills);
- affective factors (e.g. attitudes, values and motivations);
- personality traits (e.g. self-confidence); and
- social skills (e.g. communicative and cooperative skills).

Based on the identified components of competence, a taxonomy for describing and analysing occupational competence is suggested, even though in reality the different competences are closely intertwined (Ellström, 1992). The taxonomy comprises three main categories: task-oriented competence, ideological-normative competence and development-oriented competence. Task-oriented competence refers to the competence objectively needed to perform a designated task, in terms of both theoretically “knowing what” about things and practically “knowing how” to do things. As such, these tasks are directly related to the characteristics of the task and the methods used to carry out the task. Furthermore, task-oriented competence also includes the social skills needed in different situations. The ideological-normative competence represents a more general process-independent competence that is not directly related to any specific task, and it covers affective factors such as values, motivations and attitudes. Finally, development-oriented competence concerns the ability to innovate and develop the task itself or certain aspects of an organisation, targeting, for instance, quality, productivity or the work environment (Ellström, 1992).

A partly different, but complementary, explanation of how to understand competence at work is offered by Sandberg (2000) and Sandberg and Pinnington (2009). According to Sandberg, a reason why the same kind of work is performed in different ways and with different levels of quality is that the understanding and interpretation of work may vary, and as stated by Sandberg: “workers’ knowledge, skills, and other attributes used in accomplishing work are preceded by and based upon their conceptions of work” (Sandberg, 2000, p. 20). That is, competence in use is something more than the sum of an individual’s knowledge and skills. Furthermore, in Sandberg and Pinnington (2009, p. 1162), the authors conclude that individual attributes – such as knowledge and skills – only constitute one aspect of competence, used to perform a certain work. Instead, competence in use emerges in any given situation as ways of being, based on the individual’s self-understanding (e.g. identity as a researcher), his or her understanding of work, relations to other people and different tools that are accessible.

Review of prior research on competence in interactive research

To determine the state of research concerning competence requirements in interactive research, we reviewed the more recent research literature following the guidelines provided by Callahan (2010, 2014) and Torraco (2005, 2016). The inclusion criteria were as follows: research articles published in peer-reviewed journals, articles published during the period 1999–2019, and articles reporting research on the roles and competence requirements of interactive researchers. The literature search included combinations of the following keywords: “interactive research”, “collaborative research”, “competence”, “competency”, “skills” and “KSA (knowledge, skills and abilities/attitudes)”. Scopus and Web of Science (WoS) were used for the search.
The search in Scopus and WoS generated 506 articles after duplicates were removed. In addition, 17 articles were found by searching the following journals, i.e. “serendipitous findings” (Callahan, 2014, p. 273):

- *Action Research*;
- *Action Research International*;
- *Educational Action Research*;
- *International Journal of Action Research*;
- *Science and Public Policy*; and
- *Qualitative Research*.

In the next step, the titles and abstracts of the 523 articles were scanned based on the inclusion criteria of our study. Articles that did not focus on interactive research were excluded. Articles that were based on an interactive research approach but that did not discuss the roles or competencies of the researchers were also excluded from the review. After the initial scan, 63 articles were downloaded and underwent a thorough scan using the research methodology employed. This process further reduced the list of articles, making the total number of studies included in the literature review 29. Notably, none of the articles explicitly used competence theory to discuss the interactive researcher, and only one article even mentioned the term “competence” (Krogh and Nielsen, 2017). Rather, it was more common that the roles and tasks of the researcher were discussed (e.g. Sandberg and Wallo, 2013; Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007), i.e. the articles mainly covered the qualification dimension of competence and paid less attention to what is required in terms of competence in use.

Each of the included articles was then carefully reviewed to identify the competence requirements placed on the researchers in the different phases of an interactive research project. Six broad themes emerged based on the inductive content analysis from the review:

- cooperate and establish trust;
- conceptualise and formulate research problems in collaboration;
- collect data and be sensitive to the field;
- analyse and disseminate;
- create opportunities for joint learning; and
- find a balance between research and practice and between closeness and distance.

Below, these six themes are presented and exemplified with findings from the reviewed articles. This section of the paper concludes with a more general critique of the previous studies.

**Theme 1: cooperate and establish trust**

The first theme concerns the importance of the researcher’s ability to collaborate with other people. This might sound obvious and trivial, but in more traditional research, this is typically not a decisive factor, while in interactive research, it is considered a crucial capability (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). According to the studies, the most important aspect of this collaboration is to build trust and confidence in the relations among the practitioners early in the process (Rosenlund *et al.*, 2015), both at high levels and at operative levels (Ahlström *et al.*, 2007). Without trust, it becomes difficult to ensure commitment from external stakeholders and to gain entrance into the organisation (Ahlström *et al.*, 2007; Krogh and Nielsen, 2017; Whitehurst and Richter, 2018). In many of the studies, the issue of power relations is highlighted as important to consider when building interactive relations.
For example, Gunnarsson (2007) points to the risk carried by the assumption that the researcher has some kind of interpretative privilege before the practitioner.

Furthermore, Sandberg and Wallo (2013) argue that it is also important that the researcher understands the power relationships between the different practitioners who are involved. The solution, according to the reviewed articles, is for both the researchers and practitioners to aspire to build inter-personal relations characterised by an exchange of views and experiences in a democratic dialogue that can develop new meaning and knowledge (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2010; Holmquist, 2009; Rosenlund et al., 2015; Svensson, 2007). A way to build a proper foundation for cooperation, trust and joint learning is to establish communicative spaces in which the researchers and practitioners reach an agreement concerning common goals and research questions that satisfy both the research and practice systems (Krogh and Nielsen, 2017; Sandberg and Wallo, 2013).

Theme 2: conceptualise and formulate research problems in collaboration
The second theme concerns the initial work of jointly identifying and designing common problems that can guide the research (Berglund et al., 2012; Holmquist, 2009). This work involves conceptualising the research concepts and problems and discussing potential research questions. According to previous studies, it is important for the researcher to ensure that different expectations of the research are brought up and analysed properly and that all conditions, such as time and resources, are discussed (Kelly and Moles, 2002; Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). There is also a need to establish a mutual understanding concerning the means of reaching the end of the process and to discuss what the goals of the process are and how they should be achieved (Sandberg and Wallo, 2013). According to Krogh and Nielsen (2017), it is especially important for the researcher to communicate and explain the research ideas in a succinct manner to ensure that the practitioners can see the benefits of being part of the process and to ascribe meaning to the research project. In this regard, participation in the conceptualisation of the research problem can be a factor that creates both commitments from practitioners (Calder, 2004; Krogh and Nielsen, 2017) and more relevant research questions for the researchers (Holmquist, 2009).

In this process, it is also important that each party gains insights into each other’s realities (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2010; Gunnarsson, 2007; Johannisson, 2018). Ahlström et al. (2007) also note that the plan itself might not be the most important outcome; rather, the common understanding that planning can create might be most important. Another important part of the conceptualisation and formulation of research problems is to discuss ethical issues and take them into consideration (Åkerström and Brunnberg, 2013; Nyström et al., 2018).

Theme 3: collect data and be sensitive to the field
Concerning the third theme, data collection, there are no guidelines for an interactive researcher (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). Rather, in all the reviewed studies that included empirical material, the methods used were quite conventional. However, a recurring pattern in the articles was that a qualitative methodology was typically preferred (cf. Berglund et al., 2012; Johannisson, 2018; Gustavsson, 2009). There were also some studies with a mixed-methods design (Eklund and Karlton, 2012; Gensby et al., 2018; Holmquist, 2009; Rosenlund et al., 2015; Svensson, 2007), but no study was based only on quantitative data analysis.

What distinguishes interactive research in terms of data collection is that the researcher needs to have more than one string on his/her bow. The research problem, which determines the choice of method, might be elaborated or revised during the research process (Ahlström et al., 2007), thus creating an openness for other methods, or the research might need to
alternate between methods that allow for close examinations and methods with a more overarching focus (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2010). The researcher must thereby be flexible and have the ability to shift between different roles (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2017; Berglund et al., 2012; Eklund and Karlton, 2012; Rosenlund, 2017). Furthermore, interactive research is considered more labour-intensive and time consuming than traditional research (Nyström et al., 2018; Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). For instance, Whitehurst and Richter (2018) argue that it takes a considerable time for researchers to build relationships with external stakeholders required to secure those stakeholders’ engagement and commitment to the research. Other distinguishing factors are that practitioners can participate in the development of data collection tools (Åkerström and Brunnberg, 2013) and that it is important to document the process carefully so that it can be made available and inspire other researchers and practitioners (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007).

**Theme 4: analyse and disseminate**

Theme 4 addresses how the collected data are analysed and disseminated. Typically, it is the task of the researcher to arrange good opportunities for joint analysis together with participating practitioners (Åkerström and Brunnberg, 2013). According to the articles, the researcher’s role is to not only arrange the opportunity for analysis but also act as a facilitator during the analytical work (Rosenlund and Rosell, 2017). Åkerström and Brunnberg (2013) also highlight that before the analysis, the researcher has a job to do with the practitioners in terms of sorting data. Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson (2007) argue that the joint analysis allows researchers to try different interpretations, and Rosenlund and Rosell (2017) highlight the possibility of joint dialogue seminars to validate the research findings. Sandberg and Wallo (2013) identified three types of seminars for analysis that they call the stirring-up seminar, the supporting seminar and the steering seminar. In a stirring-up seminar, issues of power can be presented and critically discussed. In a supporting seminar, the focus is on enhancing the understanding of a difficult issue for the practice system. In a steering seminar, the presentation of research can be combined with guided discussions that follow a carefully planned agenda.

Van der Haar et al. (2013) argue that joint analysis involves a complex role for the researcher in terms of organisation and participation, and consideration must be given to contradictory knowledge claims because there are people who might want to direct the outcome of research in a certain direction. Van der Haar et al suggest that the researcher needs a reflexive attitude to understand what influence researchers and practitioners have on the research. As far as the dissemination of research results are concerned, most studies appear to have focussed on traditional methods, such as the publication of scientific texts and presentations at conferences (e.g. Ahlström et al., 2007). There are, however, examples of studies in which dissemination has involved practitioners. Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson (2007) produced a book together with the practitioners, and in the study by Åkerström and Brunnberg (2013), the practitioners wrote a short report that was edited by the researchers.

**Theme 5: create opportunities for joint learning**

The fifth theme addresses the importance of creating opportunities for joint learning and the development of new knowledge throughout the entire research process (Johannisson, 2018; Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). This is one of the most important tasks in interactive research but perhaps also one of the most difficult to accomplish. What is evident in the articles is that there are no rules or guidelines to follow. However, there are two recurring patterns. The first pattern is that the researcher should have the ability to actively support learning (Nyström et al., 2018), for example, by creating training
courses (Seim et al., 2014) or making contributions to ongoing in-house training programmes (Watson, 2000). Other ways of supporting learning include contributing new perspectives (Holmquist, 2009), serving as a sounding board, or problematising different issues to promote reflection and new lines of thinking (Albinsson, 2015). In addition, several studies highlight the need to educate practitioners in interactive research as a methodology as well as in specific methods of data collection and analysis and in theoretical models and concepts (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2017; Eklund and Karlton, 2012; Åkerström and Brunberg, 2013).

The second pattern is that the researcher needs to be able to create arenas dedicated to learning, i.e. a kind of “third context” where theory and practice can meet (Holmquist, 2007). The most common approach is that the researcher arranges different types of seminars, workshops, conferences or meetings for this purpose (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2010; Berglund et al., 2012; Gensby et al., 2018; Gustavsson, 2009; Kelly and Moles, 2002; Rosenlund, 2017; Rosenlund and Rosell, 2017). In these cases, a joint analysis as described under theme 4 is usually carried out.

Theme 6: find a balance between research and practice and between closeness and distance

The sixth and last theme might present the greatest difficulty for the interactive researcher and concerns balancing the different demands and expectations of different stakeholders (Holmquist, 2009). It is possible to distinguish two patterns in the articles: the balance between the research system and the practice system and the balance between proximity and distance to practice. With regard to the balance between research and practice, several authors raise the point of having a division of labour in so far as the researcher is responsible for driving the search for new knowledge and the development of new theories, while practitioners are responsible for the actual development that takes place in the organisations (Eklund and Karlton, 2012; Krogh and Nielsen, 2017; Sandberg and Wallo, 2013). However, finding the balance between these two systems is not an easy task (Eklund and Karlton, 2012), and in the reviewed studies, it is not possible to fully deduce how this has been accomplished. The main concern appears to be that interactive research should not be considered invalid by the scientific community (Whitehurst and Richter, 2018), which is why the need to comply with the rules required by scientific rigour is emphasised and why the findings and new knowledge are presented in classical academic contexts such as seminars and conferences. Krogh and Nielsen (2017) note that it might be a good idea to establish advisory boards that meet outside the immediate research process.

Regarding the balance between proximity and distance, a central issue concerns the ability to be critical of the occurrences being studied that the researcher is also part of creating. Two main arguments can be discerned. First, proximity should not be too great because the researcher will lose the opportunity to present criticisms (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2010; Gensby et al., 2018). Here, warnings are issued for researchers not to “go native” (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007) or to be “co-opted” by practice (Van der Haar et al., 2013). Second, proximity might provide opportunities for relevant criticism that can be accepted by practitioners because such criticism is perceived to come from within the organisation (Svensson, 2007; Watson, 2000). However, the difficulty with this position is that there is a great deal of openness, courage and trust required on the part of both the researcher and the participants (Svensson, 2007) and that the researcher cannot become “one of the gang” (Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). Interestingly, none of the articles seem to have an answer for where to draw the line for when the researcher gets too close. A possible solution is to alternate the degrees of proximity and distance during different periods of a research project (Albinsson, 2015). Læssøe et al. (2013) highlight the concept of a “critical friend” as a way to explain to practitioners what role the researcher’s critique can play in an interactive project.
According to Læssøe et al., a true friend is not someone who always agrees with you but rather someone who dares to criticise you and challenge your notions about yourself and your situation. In summary, there are some comprehensive conclusions that can be drawn from the review of previous research. It is not surprising that the articles that provide the most information about roles and competencies are conceptual and theoretically driven. Here, however, it is worth noting that these texts comprise quite a few normative elements and attempts to establish a “canon” in the field. The articles that instead mainly aim at presenting and discussing results created by using interactive research are usually poorly developed in a methodological sense and rarely advance the field forward. In some cases, interactive research appears more like a label that is applied to the research, and the interactive elements are not clearly elaborated in the text. This can, of course, also be a result of the inherent limitations of the article format regarding possibilities for a detailed description of the methodology used.

Furthermore, most of the studies come from the Scandinavian countries, with a clear dominance of studies from Sweden. It is also most common for the studies to be based on a variation of interactive research developed in Sweden. Authors such as Lennart Svensson and Per-Erik Ellström are referred to by all articles except one. However, in that article (Van der Haar et al., 2013), there is no reference to the interactive methodology at all. In terms of academic subjects and disciplines, the review presented here shows that behavioural sciences such as pedagogy and sociology are the most common. Interestingly, there is only one study that can be labelled operations management (Berglund et al., 2012).

Methods
To address the research questions and to gain knowledge of the competence in use when performing interactive research, a sequential mixed-method approach (Merriam and Tisdell, 2015) was adopted. This approach was chosen due to the challenges of capturing the competence used to perform work in a specific context, in this case when planning and conducting interactive research. The main body of empirical material in this paper is based on two sources of data – a survey comprising open-ended questions, followed by a series of focus group interviews. First, the survey was conducted within one university, and as a second step, the responses from the survey were used to design the forthcoming series of focus group interviews. In total, the empirical material contains the voices of 38 researchers with varying degrees of experience in using interactive research.

The survey
To gain insights into how interactive researchers frame what constitutes challenges as well as success criteria when conducting and planning interactive research, a survey was conducted. The survey was distributed online to senior researchers and PhD students at a university of applied sciences in Sweden and, more specifically, researchers with a background in operations and/or innovation management research. All respondents had some experience working with collaborative or interactive research approaches, especially working closely with partners in the manufacturing industry. What makes this university interesting for this specific study is that for many years, it has promoted a collaborative research approach called “co-production” as a strategic initiative. In total, 27 researchers responded to the survey, including 17 senior researchers and 10 PhD students. In the findings section below, all respondents are referred to as “researchers”.

The survey included a battery of 14 questions, including both closed and open-ended questions. In this paper, however, it is mainly the responses to the following two open-ended questions (referred to as the survey) that have been used.

Q1. What do you experience as the major challenges with regard to planning and conducting a research project in collaboration with stakeholders outside academia?
Q2. Based on your own experiences, what are the primary criteria to successfully plan and conduct a research project in collaboration with stakeholders outside academia?

Based on the 27 responses to each of the two questions, the survey generated 1,300 words of written answers.

**Focus group interviews**

In addition to the survey responses, three focus group interviews (referred to below as the interviews) were conducted with researchers from three different Swedish universities. A focus group is a research technique that collects data through group-based interaction on a topic selected by the researcher and where the researcher takes an active role in creating the group discussion (Morgan, 1996). The first focus group was composed of one of the authors, two senior researchers and one PhD candidate. The second focus group was composed of one of the authors and three senior researchers, and finally, the third focus group was composed of one of the authors and two senior researchers. In total, in addition to the authors, nine researchers participated in the focus groups. All the participants – including the authors of the present article – had experience conducting interactive research projects and had also published journal articles and/or book chapters on interactive research; they had also been the organisers of conferences and workshops on the topic. Furthermore, several of the respondents are represented in national and/or international associations and boards promoting interactive research or related research approaches (e.g. Participatory Action Research).

The focus group interviews were semi-structured and covered three principal themes: prerequisites for conducting interactive research in practice, critical tasks in conducting interactive research, and development of competence to conduct interactive research. Each theme was discussed, and a number of follow-up questions were addressed based on the responses. The respondents were also encouraged to further elaborate their answers and build on each other’s responses. The interviews lasted between 1 and 1.5 h and were later fully transcribed.

**Analysis**

By using two different sets of data sources – the focus group interviews and the survey – we were able to achieve data triangulation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). The data analysis was conducted in two steps. In the first step, an inductive content analysis was conducted (Miles et al., 2019), which resulted in the clustering of 170 statements into approximately 80 different categories. To better understand the competence of interactive research, the categories were analysed based on the overall intentions of interactive research, the approach in research, and the activities and tasks conducted in practice.

Eight main themes emerged during the analysis, including five representing “Overall intentions and approaches in research” and three representing “Work activities”. In the second step, these themes were used to further organise the empirical material. Within each identified theme, we searched for tensions that allowed us to explore the qualities of the phenomena that were identified. In the findings section, quotations from the interviews and the survey are presented. In the third step, to position the themes in the context of competence, the identified themes were analysed from a competence perspective and compared with the themes that were identified in the literature review.

**Findings**

In this section, the answers to RQ1 – What characterises the work of conducting interactive research? – are provided, based on the analysis of the interviews and the survey.
**Overall intentions and approaches in research**

Drawing on the responses, the work of interactive research entails a range of critical aspects that need to be considered by the researchers. Below follows an account of themes that show the overall intentions and approaches in research and some critical aspects that have been identified.

*The character of interactive research as work – multiple stakeholders, multiple goals.* What characterises interactive research as work is the interplay among multiple stakeholders, which also means that multiple goals and ambitions need to be considered when planning and conducting the research. To begin, a key condition is that there is a genuine willingness from all participants to collaborate and to be open to new perspectives:

There must also be a willingness to discuss the issues at large for companies, if we say that it is a company you work with, which has a picture of what the problem is, and they have to somehow open up to new perspectives. The same also goes for the researchers who also need to be willing to open up and listen to what might be present in this problem. (Interview 2)

Consequently, what is highlighted in the empirical material is the importance of identifying problems or questions that are of interest to both researchers and practitioners. However, it is also argued by several respondents in the survey and the interviews that the stakeholders’ practical problems should precede the research; that is, the research problems should ideally be well situated in the stakeholders’ daily activities or in large on-going change processes. In the survey, one respondent mentioned that a condition for success is that there must be an “openness and respect for both worlds”, and a second respondent stressed the importance of an “understanding of different stakeholders’ motives and interests and each stakeholder’s role in the project”. Furthermore, the word “mutual” was frequently used to signal that the research should be relevant from both an academic and a practical standpoint.

To achieve these dual goals, the research design needs to be adaptable, and in one of the interviews, the research design was described as something that emerges. The design thus turns out to be something other than initially intended. Later in the interview, however, a concern was raised concerning the problem of too much openness in the research process, and instead a stepwise model was suggested:

You need to have some kind of window and a stepwise model, like in construction projects where the construction researchers claim that you can’t have full participation at all times, and instead you have to decide that now we are doing things like this, and then the window is closed. Then you open the window again, and it can be open for a while, and then you close it again. Then you move on. (Interview 1)

Although the overall intentions of interactive research were agreed upon by the respondents, the degree of interaction varied, and there was no common view of how to design interactive research.

*Multiple goals – a source of inadequacy and uncritical research.* The overall goal of contributing to each stakeholder’s needs and finding a balance between academic and practical needs does not seem to come easy, and the dualities of interactive research sometimes seem to be insurmountable. Some critical voices emerged, indicating that there are dilemmas that need to be considered when working on interactive research projects.

Lack of time is one of the most frequently cited dilemmas. In addition to the fact that for most organisations, it is challenging to allocate time to non-core activities, interactive research was described as being “time-consuming”. The respondents argued that activities such as “gaining access to companies/stakeholders” and “coordinating research activities” take considerable time. Therefore, it is not the data collection that takes the most time but rather the surrounding activities, and the activities that the researchers have committed to as a part of the project are commonly more than just “doing research”:

You need to stay in touch all the time. The data collection in itself […] can almost be more efficient than when doing traditional research, due to you already having an engagement, the doors are
open, and you don’t have to spend so much time on that. But then you have things like feedback, analysing seminars, and reporting. (Interview 1)

Furthermore, the dual demands of publishing research in high-impact journals on the one hand and contributing to the utilisation of research in the partner organisation on the other are experienced negatively by the researchers, as these demands tend to create a sense of inadequacy.

A second dilemma occurs when the external stakeholders’ interests dominate and the research risks losing its critical stance. Thus, when there is a strong urge to satisfy the companies, this might increase the likelihood of being uncritical in order to avoid offending the partners. This caution for the stakeholders can, in turn, be related to situations where the researchers are the driving force of an interactive research project, which makes the researchers dependent on the partners’ engagement. Although the ambition is that the interactive research is based on mutual interest and shared responsibilities, there are no equal or mutual relations because the researchers are more dependent on the practitioners to obtain access to the data than the other way around.

“As imagined and as done” – Pseudo-interactive research. Despite having ideas of what constitutes good practice in interactive research, a major challenge seems to be the discrepancy between what is intended in terms of doing interactive research and how it is done in practice. This discrepancy is referred to by one of the respondents in interview 1 as “interactive research as imagined and interactive research as done”. That is, the research might be intended as interactive, but in reality, it becomes “the same old procedure” as in traditional research.

There are likely many explanations for this discrepancy, but one that was given in the interviews concerned the Swedish context wherein several funding agencies require collaboration with external stakeholders to fund a research project. This requirement creates a situation where it can be beneficial to use labels such as “interactive research”, but this label is really just an excuse to get access to funding or empirical data. The same respondent later refers to research that is not based on an actual interest in gaining new knowledge about shared problems as “pseudo-interactive research”. A similar view is also expressed by another respondent:

Sometimes we label things as co-production, things that I would say aren’t co-production. I would instead call it traditional research simply because you go out and collect [data] […] and you interview people. But this is not co-production. Co-production is when you do something together. (Interview 2)

This pseudo-interactivity or lack of genuine interest in collaborating can also be true from an external stakeholder perspective. For example, when a company is part of a project due to kindness or due to partnership agreements, or when a researcher has convinced practitioners to participate who actually have a low interest in participating.

Independence and dependence of inter-personal relations. Establishing and maintaining strong relations is described as one of the essential aspects of success in interactive research. In the material, the need for both independence of and dependence on inter-personal relations can be identified, which at first glance seems counterintuitive. However, independence and dependence work at different levels – independence at the institutional level and dependence at the individual level.

One basic element of interactive research is described as long-term relations in which external stakeholders participate in research planning and activities. To support long-term relations, contracts and partnership agreements between the collaborating partners are used to overcome a too-strong reliance on single researchers and to sustain relations over time. The institutional relations are also described as lowering the threshold for collaboration
and as serving as a door opener. Less “footwork” is needed when such relations have been worked out beforehand.

The partnership agreements then serve as a foundation from which it is easier to access and initiate collaborations. However, several of the respondents emphasised that interactive research cannot solely rely on institutional relations; such research is also highly dependent on strong inter-personal relations between the participating researchers and practitioners:

However, the actual work doesn’t take place on that level [institutional relations][…] It might make it easier for us to get access, and there can be a commitment from the management that makes it easier to get in. But the requirements for actually doing interactive work are also about us coming along with the individual to whom we are referred. (Interview 3)

Thus, inter-personal relations are emphasised as a key to creating and maintaining trust between the participating individuals and the knowledge that exists in established relations. The issue of trust is also held as central to accessing the “real problems” of external stakeholders. Consequently, this increases the requirements for what the interactive researcher needs in terms knowledge, skills and abilities, and to be good at building inter-personal relations requires “Good human knowledge, the ability to listen empathically […] knowledge in how to negotiate and establish relations”.

Work activities in interactive research – implicit and individually carried out
In the empirical material, traditional research activities – such as conducting interviews or surveys – were described as important parts of what characterises interactive research. However, the respondents also emphasised a number of other activities that are critical when conducting interactive research, including activities that perhaps are more or less implicit and therefore not always addressed through planning or education.

“Party planning” and project management. Apart from planning the research design, interactive research is characterised by activities such as project management and coordination of work between the participating stakeholders. In the early phases, a large part of the work is about finding the right participants and then getting the stakeholders engaged and involved in the planning of the research. The project management activities that occur during a project are described in interview 3 as “party planning”. That is, nurturing the social relations with partners to create longstanding bonds and trust:

You have to plan for informal and formal meetings, communication. Yes, everything, the whole project. Everything that cannot be published, or which does not qualify [you as a researcher]. (Interview 3)

Conducting a research project with a duration of two to three years, plus an additional year of planning the research before the project has been granted funding, makes it challenging to maintain continuity in the project. In addition, factors such as changed priorities at the companies or key personnel who are learning about their jobs do not make it any easier. Nevertheless, the activities that are intended to keep the stakeholders engaged and committed to the project must be on-going throughout the whole process.

Shared goals and co-creation of knowledge in dialogues. In all three interviews as well as in the survey, “dialogue” was frequently referred to as a key activity of interactive research. Dialogue is an activity embedded in other activities and can take place in different settings; however, when described by the respondents, it was mainly linked to the ambition to achieve the objectives of creating shared goals and the co-creation of knowledge:

To me it is important what is happening in the dialogue, and that you actually meet and discuss. Because this is necessary to find a common ground about the problem that you actually would like to address together. And it may take time before you get there, because it is about changing
perspectives and experiences to find a problem that in a way has two dimensions – being practically relevant and scientifically relevant. (Interview 2)

Furthermore, in interview 2, a distinction is made between “creating knowledge” and “disseminating knowledge”. The former is described to be at the core of interactive research:

We are talking about two things really. It is about generating knowledge, and it is about disseminating knowledge, and I believe co-production is more about generating knowledge. For the disseminating part, I hand over the responsibility to the organisation and the company to take this on, what has been learned in co-production. (Interview 2)

This standpoint is further emphasised as one of the respondents argues that new knowledge is created in the interaction between project participants, where all partners bring their knowledge or skills into the collaboration.

Boundary spanning – transgressing dual contexts. A recurring theme in the empirical material is that the interactive researcher needs to be grounded in dual contexts and must fit into both the academic and the industrial settings. Thus, interactive research requires boundary spanners, as one of the respondents described them. First, at the core of boundary-spanning activities is that the interactive researcher understands the stakeholders’ context, and in the ideal situation, this understanding is bilateral.

That is, that I understand what knowledge I need to be able to conduct research in collaboration with a partner. But the partner also needs to understand that even though we are working at a University, we have certain knowledge about what’s going on in the field. (Survey)

By having a range of experiences from different sectors, it is easier to cross the boundaries between different organisations. This is further illustrated by one of the respondents in interview 1 who stated that understanding industrial processes as well as processes in the public sector contributes to readiness to interact with and engage in different stakeholders’ realities.

Second, boundary-spanning requires the ability to adapt language to fit the specific context, for example, avoiding academic jargon when interacting with companies and understanding the company “language” and using it to frame the research. However, the switch between languages seems to be easier said than done. One respondent, also in interview 1, stressed the difficulties of writing for different audiences – practitioners and researchers – and of adjusting to the situation with a suitable message.

Third, in the process of doing interactive research, tensions might arise because there are opposing thoughts regarding what constitutes valid knowledge or when the empirical data reveal things that are perhaps uncomfortable for the external stakeholders. Boundary spanning, then, also implies being able to navigate through the tensions that emerge during a project and in the midst of each stakeholder’s goals and ambitions.

The interactive researcher, a self-made workshop facilitator. According to the respondents, a key part of interactive research projects as work are workshops, where researchers and project partners meet and work together. The workshops were described as having many different functions, e.g. to inspire, to enable the sharing of experiences, to perform data collection or to provide feedback on tentative findings:

Then, you have a workshop where you discuss and try to identify what has happened in a specific situation, and then you try to convert it into written text. To me, a large portion of co-production occurs when you together try to understand what has happened and what was going on. (Interview 3)

In the best of cases, one of the respondents argued, workshops are planned in close collaboration with the project partners. However, this is another example of activities that take time and are difficult to accomplish.
Against the background where the importance of workshops is highlighted, it seems somewhat paradoxical that the overall experience among the respondents is that there is limited sharing – or no sharing at all – among colleagues regarding best practices for planning and conducting workshops. Instead, each researcher/project invents their own way of doing workshops based on their own conceptions about what to achieve and how to plan and execute it:

But, in my view you [as an interactive researcher] are very much left alone to find out “what best practices are” [...] Everybody is using workshops, but we don’t share between projects how we are doing great workshops. Or how we are running great meetings to enable useful data collection, and at the same time provide feedback. In a way there is almost an ad hoc development, if you are lucky you are working with the right persons who have the right skills. (Interview 3)

This creates a situation where the quality of the workshops becomes a function of researchers’ self-organised learning experiences because there is little systematic training in how to manage or run workshops. Instead, the ability to run workshops is described as learned by participating and running workshops, compared to other methods that are used during the research – such as interviews, observations and surveys – which have a given place in research education.

Hence, the development of competence in conducting different critical elements of interactive research relies heavily on the researcher’s experience-based learning. There are plenty of statements indicating that researchers put great effort into finding the best way of conducting interactive research. Moreover, there are few examples of a developed praxis for sharing details between colleagues, and there is little focus on how researchers are actually conducting different work activities or solving tasks. The interviews indicate that more joint reflection is desired.

Discussion
The aim of the present paper is to provide insights into the competence in use when performing interactive research. In the previous section, the first RQ was addressed, and in this section, the second RQ – What constitutes competence when performing interactive research? – is addressed, followed by an overall discussion of researchers’ competence in performing interactive research. Due to the definitions of competence used in this paper (Ellström, 1997; Sandberg, 2000), there are challenges in how to empirically capture the competence in use when performing work. However, by analysing the respondents’ experiences of the overall intentions of using interactive research, their approach to research, and the type of work activities and tasks undertaken when conducting interactive research, it is possible to say something about the individual aspects of competence in interactive research.

There are many similarities when comparing the inductively generated themes from prior research and the themes from the empirical analysis presented here. That is, there are similar descriptions of overall intentions and outputs, e.g. “Create opportunities for joint learning” (Holmqvist, 2007, 2009; Johannisson, 2018) or “Cooperate and establish trust practitioners” (Ahlström et al., 2007; Rosenlund et al., 2015). One possible explanation for these similarities is that the overall intentions and approaches in interactive research are collectively shared and stem from similar sources in the Scandinavian research community (cf. Svensson, Ellström and Brulin, 2007).

However, when looking at interactive research as work, prior research includes few detailed descriptions of the practice of interactive research, except what can be labelled as traditional research work, e.g. collecting or analysing data (Berglund et al., 2012; Eklund and Karltn, 2012). Moreover, even fewer descriptions of how to successfully conduct the identified task are provided. Instead, activities and tasks are identified and included in brief role descriptions (Albinsson and Arnesson, 2017; Rosenlund and Rosell, 2017) that do not
provide any deeper understanding of researchers’ competence in use. Hence, the competence of the interactive researcher is a neglected aspect in prior research on interactive research.

The findings in the present paper, thus, contribute by providing illustrations of an additional set of work activities that go beyond traditional research activities and of how traditional research activities are re-contextualised due to a different understanding of the research work from an interactive research standpoint. Some of the activities that researchers carry out are relatively easy to explain and describe – e.g. project management – while other activities are placed in the gaps between other activities – e.g. boundary spanning – and are harder to explicitly define in terms of implications for the involved researchers’ competence. It is, therefore, reasonable to believe that the work of conducting interactive research that reaches outside of the traditional research boundaries is mainly individually carried and is not a common shared practice in the research community.

Hence, critical elements of researchers’ competence in use (Ellström, 1997) to conduct interactive research is not explicated or codified in such ways that it becomes easy to overlook when defining what constitutes key elements of interactive research competence. Several scholars have emphasised social skills as a key to creating trust and equal relationships between participating stakeholders in collaborative research (Sandberg and Wallo, 2013; Snoeren et al., 2012; Svensson, Eklund, Randle and Aronsson, 2007). In the words of Mumford (2001), social skills become the key to “getting in” and “staying in” the organisations. However, a conclusion drawn in this paper is that trust in inter-personal relations is only one of many necessary aspects of ensuring good quality in interactive research. Competence in interactive research – in addition to more conventional research tasks – means having the capacity to deal with an additional set of critical tasks that interactive research entails. However, competence also encompasses the capacity to reconsider traditional research activities to align with the goals and intentions of interactive research and thus avoid turning them into various bottlenecks when conducting interactive research. Based on Ellström’s taxonomy (1992) and the findings presented in this paper, we suggest a number of individual aspects of what is required in terms of competence (Table I).

By applying the taxonomy in Table I to the findings, it is possible to explain what causes poor performance in interactive research. For example, the “pseudo interactive research” that is referred to in the findings can be seen as an expression of limited knowledge concerning how to coordinate collaborative activities or a lack of ability to manage the dual aims of research and practical development initiatives.

However, by looking at the findings from the perspective of Sandberg and Pinnington (2009), it can be argued that the conduct of interactive research is also conditioned by the researchers’ self-understanding and understanding of work. That is, poor performance in interactive research is not necessarily bound to a lack of a certain set of knowledge and skills; it can also be a question of one’s identity as a researcher. The “pseudo-interactive research” can then also be an expression of a different set of values guiding the work and thus what is identified as critical aspects of that work.

Practical implications
When looking at what it takes to carry out successful interactive research, a conclusion is that interactive research is demanding and requires a very versatile researcher or team of researchers. Because critical elements of competence in interactive research to a high degree are individually carried and not explicitly shared, learning and development of competence are first and foremost a result of learning from the practice of conducting interactive research, as is well illustrated in the findings. This observation raises questions of how to train researchers in such a way that the neglected aspects of competence are addressed. Thus, the lack of clear descriptions of what characterises interactive research as
work and an undeveloped understanding of the competence of interactive researchers is likely to make research education become arbitrary with regard to training researchers and developing their competence. On this note, this paper contributes to previous research by describing important characteristics and critical elements of the competence needed when conducting interactive research. A practical implication is that the identified aspects of competence can be used as guidance for training and formulating curricular activities in research education.

Limitations and future research
A limitation of the outcomes in the present paper is that the analysis relied on relatively few written and oral statements about the respondents’ previous experiences. In future studies, it would be valuable to use a mixed-method approach that also includes longitudinal observations of the actual work of conducting interactive research. Such an approach would most likely enable capturing other dimensions of competence in use (Ellström, 1997). Further, it would be of value to include the practitioners’ perspectives on what constitutes critical elements of researchers’ competence, but also, to explore what constitutes critical elements of practitioners’ competence to conduct interactive research. For example, the practitioner’s competence likely influences the interplay between researchers and practitioners and how the task of planning and conducting interactive research unfolds in practice. A hypothesis is that the gap between the researchers and the industrial partners’ level of competence to conduct interactive research is a potential bottleneck because it affects the conditions for mutually identifying problems and co-creating knowledge.
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